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Rwby junior x yang

Edit Comments Share Torchwick hired my boys, and I guess he wasn't happy with them. It's something I can relate to! —Junior, explaining his relationship with Roman Torchwick to Yang Xiao Long Male Jack Pattillo (English)Katsuya Miyamoto (Japanese) Hei Xiong,[2] more commonly known by his nickname Junior, is the owner, or at least the manager, of a club in Vale and is in
charge of several henchmen, including Melanie and Miltia Malachite. It was introduced in the trailer Yellow as its main antagonist. He made his first appearance in the series in Painting the Town... giving what information he knows about Roman Torchwick to Yang Xiao Long and Neptune Vasilias. His weapon of choice is a missile launcher that fires missiles that double a big club.
Appearance [edit - modify the source] Junior wears a black vest over a white shirt, red tie, black gloves and black dress pants. He has grey eyes, short black hair, a matching beard and mustache. Junior is also exceptionally tall, standing with a full head on Yang and the twins. Junior can sometimes be seen wearing red-tinted glasses identical to those worn by his minions.
Personality [edit - modify the source] Junior has a somewhat brutal personality, does not like to be pushed around and bullying others. However, he tends to hide behind his minions unless he is forced into a fight himself. He is also a bit dull or gullible, as he easily fell for Yang's offer to kiss and make up before being punched in the face. Junior also seems to be easily intimidated,
as seen with Yang after his return to the club in Painting the Town... because of a previous meeting. Junior even has a resentment for his own men, as he is apparently regularly disappointed by their failures. Powers and Abilities [edit - modifying the source] Junior is a decently qualified fighter and displays a lot of strength while fighting Yang. Even if she defends with Ember
Celica, he has the ability to dominate her with his weapon, which none of his minions could. Its durability is also quite high, resistant to many punches that have incapacitated its minions in one shot. In terms of ability, Junior is also outstanding out of action. He seems to be a form of information broker, and according to Yang, he supposedly knows everything that's going on in
Vale. Trivia[edit - modifying the source] Junior alludes to The Baby Bear of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. For more information on this allusion, as well as other choices the creators made for this character, see Junior Xiong/Behind the Scenes. Junior's nickname for Yang, Blondie, is a reference to Barbara Dunkelman's old Rooster Teeth username, Twitter handle and current
Xbox Gamertag, ». Oddly enough, Barbara is Yang's voice. Junior was originally to be voiced by Gavin Free, but Monty Oum felt that Gavin's voice was too important and that the role was then entrusted to Jack Pattillo; Gavin then joined the voice voice voiced as a member of the SSSN team, Scarlet Scarlet References [edit ' edit source] ' RWBY: Amity Arena Xiong Family Card
Bio ' Monty Oum's Facebook Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless other noted. Mercury is sent to Torchwick shade at the Club and witnesses Yang's attack on Junior. Sensing an opportunity, he holds Yang until the police arrive. Law officers slap the gold-haired hunter with handcuffs and transport her to trial for assault, convicted and sentenced to slavery. And
Junior and his bosses are eager for reward. Part 14 of RWBY: Huntresses Arrested Language: English Words: 7,081 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 24 Bookmarks: 10 Hits: 4895 What do you prefer? The soft healing touch of a lover in a hot bath? Or an illicit union to annoy the bastard that two people despise more than anyone else? Stories of acceptance and first time? hate?
Tenderness? This and more can be found in this collection of coal and love, featuring the characters of RFBY. Open up and enjoy. Language: English words: 1,271 Chapters: 1/? Congratulations: 17 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 4440 Poor Yang realizes that she has been left at the club and tries drunk to catch the train back to the dorms. Too bad for her, she does not notice the obscure
group that follows her. She will discover the hard way that grudges take a long time to disappear. Language: English Words: 1763 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 15 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 2979 Collection of scary stories based on folklore or real events featuring the RWBY world. (All characters and ships have been added. The rest of the stories will come in the fall around September.)
Language: English Words: 2,164 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 51 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 1053 A series of Oneshots with Rosewick. With all the other ships I love or have invented. The summaries of each story will be in the chapter descriptions. (Originally was for the month of Rosewick, but after a while I decided to change it into a collection since the stories I came up with for the other four
ideas I didn't like.) Language: English words: 6,877 Chapters: 5/? Congratulations: 41 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 1476 Yang makes his lines very clear, with both Neo and Junior. Part 28 of Beacon University Part 8 of 100 Invites Table 30-B Language: English Words: 622 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 15 Hits: 610 Yang's at the club. Neo appears without warning. Part 26 of Beacon University
Part 6 of 100 Invites Table 30-B Language: English Words: 749 Chapters: 1/1 Bravo: 10 Hits: 684 Yang Shouldn't Do That. Part 22 of Beacon University Part 2 of 100 Invites Table 30-B Language: English Words: 1591 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 16 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 1307 Some people think soul-mates are just a load of Bull. What if they were real? and if there really was a person out
there who would be perfect for you? In The world of Remnant, it is that after your 18th birthday, you get a random mark on your body. A Ruby Rose is her on the night of her birthday and she is just as surprised as her companion. RWBY (C)RoosterTeeth/Monty OmFanfiction (C) XireanaPrime Language: English 15,281 Chapters: 7/? Congratulations: 220 Bookmarks: 36 Hits: 4655
What if Ruby wasn't the last Rose left? What if there's a secret the Rose family is hiding? One that few people know. Discover the new paths that the RWBY team must face with an extra member and the secrets will be revealed and old wounds will be torn as Rest is in the hands in someone unknown ... Language: English words: 8,396 Chapters: 4/? Congratulations: 28
Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 828 Yang returns to junior club. Part 7 of Beacon University Part 16 of 100 Invites Table 30-A Language: English Words: 2714 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 7 Hits: 1062 Yang Junior Visits to the Club. Part 5 of Beacon University Part 14 of 100 Invites Table 30-A Language: English Words: 2893 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 11 Hits: 871 A world where Yang had a relationship
more than friends with Junior, suddenly Yang felt like it was time so she met Junior. Language: English Words: 952 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 5 Hits: 268 Ruby Rose has a thing for the elderly that no one knows. Glynda Goodwitch has a secret she's been keeping for a while. What happens when the two meet after a night of crime? Will they create something wonderful, or will they
cause the birth of madness? Language: English words: 6,286 Chapters: 3/? Congratulations: 33 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 1544 When Torchwick starts working at Beacon to avoid the death penalty, he didn't expect it to be as much fun, and that he would Red constantly look over his shoulder. Ruby gets Torchwick out of jail on the orders of Professor Ozpin, but she hates being kept
away with ways to explain. That's why she has to take care of him to make sure he doesn't do anything illegal, she didn't expect to grow up to love him. Part 1 of Answers That Escape Us Language: English Words: 33,168 Chapters: 26/26 Kudos: 264 Bookmarks: 21 Hits: 6756 A collection of drabbles (all in the same scenario) in which: When the soul mates meet, a corresponding
crest appears on their two faces. Language: English Words: 1398 Chapters: 12/12 Kudos: 96 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 2341 Yang visits an old friend. (Post S3) Language: English Words: 381 Chapters: 1/1 Congratulations: 13 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 476 It's a girl with so much love in her heart that it hurts to keep everything in (Add in mom questions, abandonment problems, and a recent
loss of limb, and you have a girl who really needs a hug.) Yang only hopes that one day she will find someone who will stay. Language: English words: 45,447 Chapters: 17/? Congratulations: 211 Bookmarks: 23 Hits: 8419 News of Yang's reckless behavior has reached the ears of his fathers and his pockets causing massive damage to their relationship ship. Yang has no choice
but to fend for himself. School and work is always a challenge, but when your school is Beacon Academy and your workplace is shady at best. Well, you could say Yang's troubles won't be solved so easily. Language: English words: 23,106 Chapters: 6/? Congratulations: 20 bookmarks: 5 Hits: 776 In a World Yang becomes a feared criminal in her own right, she has a little
something going on with the head of the Arcturus gang, Hei Junior Xiong. Language: English words: 5,444 Chapters: 3/? Congratulations: 22 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 1775 1775
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